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About This Content

Ah, another week, another volume of Hiveswap Friendsim. It’s a way of life now, honestly. This steady ramble through the
dramatic horrors of the alien countryside, where the only rule is that there are no rules. Anything goes. As long as it can fit in

our budget and timescale.

Volume 14, for instance! No rules! Just right! Just clowns! Just cleaning! Just a whole lot of friendship and shenanigans and
physical comedy. Just the usual incredibly high-quality content you know and love. We're out here. We're all in this together.

---

You just crash-landed on Alternia, and you’re DESPERATE for friendship! Anyone will do...wait, who are those two trolls
approaching you?

The Hiveswap Friendsim is a quick, loosely-canonical visual novel adventure following the efforts of the unnamed protagonist
(that’s you!) to survive and maybe even thrive on the harsh surface of ALTERNIA. Set in the time of Hiveswap: Act 1, this

episodic visual novel’s opening volume, written by Homestuck creator Andrew Hussie, is sure to satisfy Homestuck and
Hiveswap fans who are eager for a darker stroll across the Alternian landscape.

Future episodes will arrive regularly as DLC.
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Title: Hiveswap Friendsim - Volume Fourteen
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Publisher:
What Pumpkin Games, Inc.
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX-compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Super fun party game! Played for hours with a few friends and it really hit that "Joust" funny bone!. The game need A LOT, and
I mean A LOT of work. Have potential but is not good in its current state.. Good idea and decent-ish gameplay. But unfinished
and abandoned. Avoid pls.. Fun, hard, satan, and HARD 10\/10. It's a intresting WIP, have had fun so far.. The first day at
school can be stressful, especially for a blind kid. Eight-year-old Ian is happy he can bring his guide dog North along, and he
will direly need him as things turn ugly during the preparations of Blue Norholm School's centenary celebration.
Luckily Ian is not alone but has North and the player to help him find his way to the library, the gym, up and downstairs, the
cafeteria...
Hampered by tank-like controls and a rigid camera angle like in an old-school horror game, we pilot North either with or
without Ian by his side.
Actions in game are limited to the necessary: sneaking, running, barking, to explore every section and lure enemies away to open
up the path for Ian.
The tightly defined camera and controls are no real default but another means to increase the retro-ish tension through gameplay
alone, adding to the macabre atmosphere visibly drawn from Tim Burton movies such as Frankenweenie.
Yet don't let yourself blind by Ian's Eyes' eye-catchingly cute graphics for the game gets difficult right after the start requiring a
strong learning curve to continue, and playing until the suprising end takes quite some patience plus lines to be added to the
merciless death counter.

Ian's Eyes can be tough, but overcoming the most difficult sections with strategy and skill is rewarding in itself for players that
like mastering challenges. Sindie Games\u2019 debut title certainly merits being played and enjoyed.

Read the full user review on: http:\/\/www.gamespot.com\/ians-eyes\/user-reviews\/2200-12712571\/. This game is very fun
from what i have been able to access. Will buy the DLCs. I had thought that the game was going to be an artsy, "go with the
flow", meditative zen-like experience where getting into the zone will allow you to rhythmically flow to the end point. It was
actually rather simplistic, pressing one button to move your thing across a screen in a particular direction until something
triggers, and sometimes just frustratingly trying to race across the screen before a triggered event sealed off an exit, forcing you
to try again and again and again and.... all the while making sure that you land your thing pixel-perfect on just the right spot
(with the unfortunate handicap of delayed drifting after ending your button press). That became god awfully irritating, trying to
land your thing on just the right spot without drifting past or stopping just beforehand.

It's just a waste of money. Rather use your cash for trading cards or something.

. 70+ hours in atm, its fun for sure. enemy limitations makes game easy, of the "develop industry, conduct trade, plant colonies,
explore outer space." only the first is possible at this time i love the crafting system in this game and ive had it about a year and
a half now the updates are slow but im hopeful they continue... be nice to have workshop support for modding. also in
multiplayer theres no enemys(due to there only targeting the host and ignoring other players[based on my observations in older
vertions] i do hope this gets fixed soon as having them[even if they cant jump of climb] would be nice). i also wish there was a
way to make items automaticly go from one equipment to another like from a crusher to furnaces/chests. optimazation is ok
could use minor improvements here and there, ability to fly to another island/planet would be nice [asside from the one with the
crashed ship].

current vertion Beta 23.04.2018
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good game 9/10. Decent, really love the game. just support devs. Not really a 'game'. More like a 5 minute walking simulator,
with a couple of math problems.

It's obviously trying to be a pilot for some kind of space program game, but there's not really much to do, and I get the feeling
it's as complete as its going to be.

I wouldn't recommending paying money for this since Moonbase Alpha is free, much more entertaining and relevant to Space
Science.. i highly recommend this game to casual gamers it wasnt much of a challenge but it was really fun how you could lead
the pillars to battle and costumize them your own way!!!!!!!. very cool warning:bloody. Its pretty interesting but the director(s)
don't do a good job of telling everyone's story. It's moslty a catylist for more people buying Mortal Kombat X and it shows.
Kind of a lame seires, Screw Attack did a better job of introducing thier charicters than this.

Story: 4/10

Action: 9/10

Everything else: 2/10
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